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Since 1997, the MedInsight® practice of Milliman has been assisting clients with our
leading portfolio of solutions and tools, as well as with our healthcare technology
and operations consulting expertise. Today, more than 225 companies rely upon
MedInsight products to improve business performance and patient health.
MedInsight Analytic Portfolio
MedInsight solutions
• Cost Analysis Solution
• Employer Reporting Solution
• Administrative Cost Management Solution
• Physician Profiling Solution
• Hospital Performance Comparison Solution
• Care Management Solution
• ACO Reporting Solution
• APCD Management Solution
• Health Coalition Management Solution

Markets served by MedInsight
• Health plans and payers (all lines of business)
• Employers (all sizes)
• ACOs and other at-risk providers
• All payer claims database organizations
• Community coalitions
• State governments/Medicaid programs

MedInsight tools
• Health Cost Guidelines (HCG) Grouper
• Chronic Conditions Hierarchical Groups (CCHGs)
• Guideline Analytics
• Benchmarks
• Milliman Advanced Risk Adjusters (MARA)
• GlobalRVUs
• Hospital Evaluation & Comparison System (HECS)
• Health Waste Calculator
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Consulting services
• Market analysis and business planning
• New product and market entry readiness assessment
• Compliance and accreditation assessment
• Administrative benchmarking
• Care management program evaluation
• Implementation support

MedInsight solutions and tools
offer functionality for:
Utilization and cost reporting
Benchmarking
Population health management
Value-based analytics
IBNR and reserves management
Patient health profiling
Provider analysis and profiling
ACO reporting
Financial and line of business measurement
Trend analysis and forecasting
Physician attribution
Benefits modeling
Administrative performance measurement
Drug substitution analysis
Quality and evidence-based measurement

The MedInsight team leverages Milliman Healthcare Intelligence for the benefit of its clients. MedInsight is a powerful
performance manager at every level—data warehousing, analytics, and benchmarks—and is designed to help you
rapidly learn from your data and adapt accordingly. Our solutions promote decision confidence by helping you analyze
your business from the 50,000-foot level to the smallest details—improving performance no matter how the healthcare
industry changes. Milliman MedInsight connects cost and care management to help you answer every why question.

To learn more, contact Todd Fessler at todd.fessler@milliman.com or visit our website at medinsight.milliman.com.

